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Synopsis: 
When you break boundaries, you are breaking through all beliefs, stereotypes and destroying

anything that may stand in your way. The film, Ela Ducks ‘Save the World’ is a film about a team
of Super Ducks who are to save the town of Duckington Palace from ex-Superhero —

Darkwing. When Darkwing tries to take over the town, Eider is told that it is too dangerous to
fight crime in a Wheelchair. Throughout struggle and bravery, Eider saves his fellow superheros

from Dark wing and shows the world how being in a wheelchair does not make him weak but
stronger than anyone else.
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In a dark room in Duckington Palace,   Dark wing tells his story about the rivalry between him 
and the Ele Duck’s.

DarkWing Old: This is the story of how the Ele ducks betrayed me. MWAHAHAHA.   I wasn't 
always evil, I was a young duck and nieve like you. They made me believe that I could help 
save the world and then they decided to let a duck in a wheelchair join a team of super ducks – 
Who can fight crime in a wheelchair??? No one ABSOLUTELY NO ONE. So that is why I left, 
we were a team and they humiliated me by letting a duck in a wheelchair fight crime.  SO NOW,
I am going to show them that a wheelchair duck cannot fight a Dark wing like me!

Dark Wing Young: The town of Duckington Palace will no longer be a town MWAHAHA. There 
will no longer be a team of Ele Ducks once I am finished with them. I have created in my evil lab
of DOOM a way of knocking them down, duck by duck.  I will play with their powers and use it 
against them, they are no match for me, Dark Wing on the Duck Side.
 

Mayor: Ele ducks we need your help. Dark wing is taking over the town, he is planning to 
destroy everything and everyone in its path to get to you. Please Ele Ducks, we need you!
Right this instant don’ t be late  

Golden Eye: What is his motive? What is the Dark Wing trying to prove? 
Diver: DarkWing used to use his powers for good, why is he doing this??

Mayor: The result of his actions are unknown at the moment, your first task is to figure out why 
he is destroying the town.

All ducks: Were on the way!  
All Ducks go to position 

Part 2
*Citizens of Duckington palace is getting attacked by Darkwing Duck*

Scene: Citizens fleeing in panic trying to run away to safety from Dark wing Duck

Dark wing is holding a citizen captive

Dark wing: you will never escape me, like the rest of your friends

*In comes Ella ducks*

Diver: STOP right there!!!

Dark Wing: You have walked into my trap, I have you wrapped around my tail feather!

Diver: *goes to attack Dark Wing*



**Dark Wing throws a lightning bolt at Diver **.        

Diver: What are you doing Dark wing.. Ahh noo.. 

Dark Wing: Now he is captured!!  Who is next to face my wrath??

Scaut: You are no match for my air power, you devilish duck!

Dark Wing: *Dark wing flies towards Scout*  Dark wing throws ice blocks at Scout and Scout 
dodges then, gets hit and becomes frozen and teleports to Darkwings layer

Golden Eye: GoldenEye beats through a building to get to Dark Wing*

Dark Wing: Your no match, just like the rest of the ducks

Golden Eye: You will see about that  *throws fire at Dark Wing*

Dark Wing: Dark wing then throws water balls at Golden Eye and captures him, teleports to 
layer.

Bally: You might have got the rest of them, but, I am not going down easily

Dark Wing: You will see about that Bally, I didn;t like you anyway. You were just a pain in my 
left wing.
*Throws steel ball at him, teleports to layer* 

Dark Wing: They are no match for me, MWAHAHAHA i CANNOT WAIT TO DESTROY THEM 
in my Lab of doom

Scene:   Mayor is on the tv screen talking about how the Ele ducks are trapped*

Mayor: We are all doomed in the town of Duckington Palace, stay inside and hide away, we are
no longer safe here.  If you have a basement, that is the most ideal place to hide.

Mayor sends message to Eider:

Mayor: Eider you have to go save them

Eider: They said I couldn’t help, they said it was too dangerous.

Mayor: You have to, you are our only hope

Eider: I am on my way!



Part 3
Scene: Eider flies to Dark Wings Layer
Eider see’s all of his friends in a prison cell before Dark wing gets to layer

Eider: I am here to save you!!

All Ducks: Please Eider, we need you

Dark Wing: You will never defeat me The greatest duck Alive 

Eider: While they failed to defeat you however I will because I have faith in my duckability 

Dark Wing: no you won't Eider cause i will destroy you, i have the magic touch

Eider: we’ll see about it when it comes down to the end of this 

Dark wing: this is just the beginning of this battle Eider.

Eider: No, this is the end of you dark wing.

Eider:  let’s go 

Dark Wing: your on i was born ready

All Ducks: * You can do it Eider, we believe in you*
 Crash bang

 rolled into a table that dark wing back him in all the things was on table has scattered and 
mixed together and eider picked it up and throws it at Dark Wing and boom he is all gone 

 Eider:  now that’s how you win a fight 

All Ducks: *cheer for Eider*

Scout : thank you Eider you saved us and i am sorry that I ever doubted you and your 
duckability.  

Mayor: Thank you Eider for saving the town of Duckington Palace.
 

 

  


